GROHE RAINSHOWER® SMARTCONTROL

NEW

GROHE SMARTCONTROL – 3D SHOWERING

DRÜCKEN, DREHEN, DUSCHEN
PUSH, TURN, SHOWER

GROHE | MASTERS OF TECHNOLOGY
Master of Technology, transforms showering into a spa experience with the GROHE Rainshower® head.

MANFRED KÜHN
Masters of Technology

GROHE’s people have been regarded by their peers in the industry as Masters of Technology, because of their innovations, outstanding design and award-winning fittings.

By a combination of their advanced craftsmanship and their cutting-edge approach to effective teamwork and processes, our Masters of Technology take the lead in developing, designing and manufacturing our outstanding product range, all the while testing and fine-tuning each piece to ensure continued customer satisfaction.

The result: Timeless design. And quality that lasts a lifetime. Again and again GROHE products surprise users with unique features that provide ‘Pure Freude an Wasser’. When you use a GROHE product you can feel the difference. Time after time.

Take for example the new GROHE Rainshower® SmartControl 360 shower system with the innovative GROHE SmartControl valve technology. It offers you an intuitive direct spray selection with individual volume setting and memory function. Simply push to Start/Stop and turn for more or less water. Enjoy this individual shower experience every single day.

Additional GROHE DreamSpray® technology provides innovative quality showers for luxurious revitalisation and delivers utmost precision and consistent water distribution to each individual nozzle. Whatever spray pattern you choose, for whatever your mood, you will be assured of wellbeing under the shower.
Emotions guide actions. Let yourself drift away while maintaining control. Organic shapes that beautifully caress the senses will help you reach this goal. Enjoy the perfect interaction of organic design and innovative technology and anticipate a relaxed time-out from everyday life.

INSPIRED BY NATURE
INTUITIVELY CONTROLLED
THE SMARTER WAY TO ENJOY WATER

Rainshower® SmartControl – Choose the spray, control the volume, save the settings. All with one control. Showering has just become an even more fluid experience. GROHE’s unique SmartControl push-and-turn button technology takes the idea of comfortable showering to a new level and requires very little effort. The spray jet type can be directly selected by pressing the push button, meaning adjusting the jet disc is no longer necessary. In addition, personalised jet strength settings can be selected and saved for the desired spray jet type just by turning the button. Everything in one button = An innovative all-in-one solution.

What is more, GROHE SmartControl allows you to combine the different spray jet types in just a few steps. Try GROHE PureRain + Trio Massage, for example. Prefer to switch to handshower? Not a problem! All it takes to activate it is pressing the push button. In short, just three buttons are enough to offer you a vast array of showering options. The new user-friendliness of GROHE SmartControl makes using water even more efficient and utterly convenient.

Additional features include: GROHE TurboStat® technology, which ensures that the chosen temperature is reached and maintained within fractions of a second; the SafeStop button, which prevents the water temperature from being turned up beyond 38 degrees; GROHE CoolTouch®, which keeps the outer surface of the thermostat at a temperature that is safe to touch; the GROHE Rainshower® 360 XXL head shower; and last but not least an elegant organic design. Thanks to the the clearly labelled EasyLogic design operating the thermostat becomes child’s play and the EasyReach tray, made of security glass, provides enough space for all your shower utensils.
100% CONTROL
GROHE SMARTCONTROL

START/STOP & VOLUME

The innovative GROHE SmartControl technology lets you choose your preferred spray pattern and adjust the water flow as desired. Operation is simple and easy for all the family – including children. That’s Smart.
TEMPERATURE

GROHE TurboStat® technology lies at the heart of this shower system. The thermo-element’s unrivalled sensitivity means it delivers water at the desired temperature within a fraction of a second – and keeps it constant for the duration of your shower.
Enjoying a refreshing and personalised shower has never been easier. Just push the button to choose your preferred shower spray and enjoy. Switch whenever you like between a refreshing GROHE Rain/GROHE Rain O₂ spray, the new TrioMassage spray to massage your head and shoulders, or simply have the Power&Soul® hand shower. Prefer two sprays at the same time? No problem, just activate both buttons.

Showering with GROHE SmartControl is even smarter... The innovative GROHE SmartControl technology offers spray selection and volume adjustment in one. Turn the GROHE ProGrip handle and alter the volume as you like. Your preferred volume setting is stored – perfect for a short shower pause or for your next shower. Smooth and intuitive controls, operated directly from the main shower unit, mean operation is simple and easy for the entire family – including children. That’s Smart.
Push the button to start the shower.

Turn to adjust the water volume gradually from Eco to Full Flow.

Push again to stop or pause the shower.
The volume is now preset when you restart.
XXL ENJOYMENT
GROHE RAINSHOWER® 360 HEADSHOWER

GROHE PureRain/GROHE Rain O² spray as preset function

NEW! GROHE TrioMassage spray
The combination of the renowned GROHE Bokoma Spray and two GROHE Massage sprays gives you a head and shoulder massage in one combined spray
GROHE StarLight® Chromed Metal Spray Plate

GROHE PureRain/GROHE Rain O² spray & improved SpeedClean nozzles

GROHE EasyClean removable spray plate
INNOVATIVE, FULLY EQUIPPED SHOWER SYSTEM

Full of innovative features, the new GROHE Rainshower® SmartControl shower system has it all!

- XXL size head shower covers the entire body
- GROHE SmartControl with intuitive flow control
- GROHE CoolTouch® body protects you from scalding
- GROHE TurboStat® ensures the water is always at the desired temperature
- XL EasyReach tray to store shampoo and soap
- Power&Soul® 115 hand shower with 1750 mm SilverFlex shower hose and adjustable wall holder

---

26 250 000
Rainshower® SmartControl 360 DUO Thermostatic Shower System
Head shower sprays: GROHE PureRain/GROHE Rain O² spray* + Triomassage
Hand shower sprays: GROHE Rain/GROHE Rain O² spray

26 361 000
Rainshower® SmartControl 360 MONO Thermostatic Shower System
Head shower spray: GROHE PureRain/GROHE Rain O² spray*
Hand shower sprays: GROHE Rain/GROHE Rain O² spray

26 254 000
Rainshower® 360 DUO Head shower Set including shower arm
Head shower sprays: GROHE PureRain/GROHE Rain O² spray* + Triomassage

26 264 000
Rough-in shower arm for head shower

* to be decided at first installation; factory default setting: GROHE PureRain